GWC’s German Language Courses for International Researchers at Goethe University during the Summer Term 2022

1. Every Day German I

Every Day German I is a special course for international faculty, researchers and staff members, who are working at Goethe University.
Basic language skills will be emphasized so that everyday life inside and outside of the university might be comfortable.

**Teacher:** Ms Diana Farrilli  
**When:** Thursdays 6:30-8:00 pm, **starting 14.04.2022**  
**Where:** Bockenheim Campus, Neue Mensa, room 103

**Note:** No prior knowledge of German language is required

For participation, please contact Ms. Lillig: e.lillig@em.uni-frankfurt.de

2. Every Day German II

Every Day German II is a special GWC program for international researchers and postgraduates, who are working at Goethe University.

Basic language skills will be emphasized so that everyday life inside and outside of the university might become more comfortable.
**German language command at level A1 (Every Day German I) is a pre-requisite for this course.**

**Teacher:** Ms. Diana Farrilli  
**When:** Mondays 6:30-8:00 pm, **starting 11.04.2022**  
**Where:** Bockenheim Campus, Neue Mensa, room 103

**Note:** Level A1 (but not more than this) or a successfully completed "Deutsch im Alltag I" are prerequisites for this course.

For participation, please contact Ms. Lillig: e.lillig@em.uni-frankfurt.de

**Registration is binding.**